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2.  I am an exceptional leader and organiser because I…

a…inspire, encourage and recognise others Logan has always shown a keen ability to learn and a desire to motivate
others. He reads extensively and engages other pupils in a humble, mature
and reasonable manner which leads them to seek further understanding.
Logan always supports other pupils and is willing to take on assistant teaching
role in the lessons. In his role as a Digital director in Young Enterprise, Logan
was key to ensuring a successful online presence and encouraged others to
maximise their skill set by assigning them roles which suited them. He was
always supportive of any needs of the team and helped to ensure that the
company, Tenacity, were runners up in a Young Enterprise Regional Awards.
He also recently led a lunchtime debate on Food Sustainability, inspiring other
students with ways to improve their diet and become more effectively
sustainable. Logan gives up his spare time as a hockey coach at school,
explaining the rules and tactics to Year 7 and 8 and inspiring in them a love of
the game. As a House Captain as well, he is always willing to celebrate the
success of others.

b…know how to plan effectively Ov er and above managing sporting and learning responsibilities, Logan
became as a Qualified Assessor through the WCSQM which involved
assessing students on how they were fulfilling their roles. He planned
meetings with his designated qualified assessor, read through reports and
presentations and arranged meetings to complete the assessments.
Academically, his essays are consistently of a high standard and show
evidence of wider reading. Logan is also naturally curious and eager to
investigate the academic world of philosophy, planning essays effectively,
applying and relating the ideas to his worldview. This ability to effectively plan
means that he is currently predicted A* A A in his A Levels. Through Duke of
Edinburgh, Logan had to plan each section and be organised for the



expeditions which demonstrates his ability to plan and manage his time
effectively, enabling him to maximise his impact in a plethora of activities.

c…am efficient Logan plays for St Albans hockey team, goes indoor rock climbing, is a House
Captain, is currently participating in his Gold DofE award including coaching,
creates digital logos and artwork for projects, is a WCSQM Assessor- all whilst
juggling his A Levels. He is an incredibly thoughtful individual who has used
the setbacks in his school experience to make progress as a person and
student. He does all of this with a gracious attitude, remembering a human
approach whilst making the most out of any situation.

d…am fair, trustworthy and ethical As a House Captain, Logan has had to motivate and inspire younger students
to participate in House events and ensure that everyone is treated equally. He
is greatly interested in issues such as Sustainability and writes for the
SandPost on articles including debating Biden’s climate change promises. For
the website of his Young Enterprise Team, he had to ensure that all payments
were processed correctly and that the work-load was fair for all member of the
team, often picking up extra work if the team were struggling. During his
National Citizenship Service , he raised £250 for Air Ambulance Herts and the
Blue Cross (causes close to his heart) by walking and cycling 30km. This
demonstrates his commitment to the betterment of himself and others.

e…make effective decisions according to reliable evidence During his politics essays, Logan is required to pick the side of an issue and
support his case using evidence that he has researched. He always shows
kindness, courage, integrity, resilience. In his spare time bouldering, he is
required to make quick decision based on his own physical capabilities. And
as a member of the St Albans Hockey team, Logan plays in midfield so has to
assess quickly, where to send the ball in order to ensure the team has the best
chance of scoring. This highlights his critical analysis of himself and external
sources, objectively making the most judicious decision.

f… set myself goals and targets that enable me to reach my potential Logan’s average grades at GCSE were level 6 and in Year 12 his predicted A
Level grades were 3 Bs. Logan made the conscious decision to aim for
straight A’s at A level and has done this by maintaining a consistent work ethic
and improving on mistakes. He also researched the mark schemes and
implemented them into his essay, injecting his own, passionate, honest



evaluation into topics which allowed him to easily stress test theories and
come to his own individual nuances. He has applied to UCL to study History
and always handles himself with the utmost dignity whilst also being a
supporter of others. He truly is a fantastic role model.


